ENGLISH:
LITERATURE: A Shady Plot, Patol Babu- Film Star, Virtually True
DRAMA: Julius Caesar (Play)
NOVEL: Helen Keller: 15 - 23
MCB: Unit 4, 5 & 6 - Environment, Travel & Tourism, National Integration
COMPREHENSION: PASSAGE/POEM
POEMS: Ozymandias, Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Snake
GRAMMAR: ALL RELATED TOPICS
WRITING: ALL TOPICS

MATHEMATICS:
Coordinate geometry, Arithmetic Progression, Quadratic Equation, Circles,
Geometrical Constructions, Some applications of Trigonometry
Areas Related to Circles, Surface Areas and Volumes, Probability,

SOCIAL SCIENCE:
HISTORY:
1. Nationalism In India +Map 2. Nationalist Movement In Indo-China,
Political science
1. Challenges To Democracy 2. Popular Movements And Struggles
3. Political Parties, 4. Outcomes of Democracy

GEOGRAPHY:
3. Lifetime of the Indian Economy, Maps for all Geography-lesson


FRENCH:
Lesson #7 to #12
All the related grammar from the above chapters / comprehension /
Section B: des lettres / recettes / all the major compositions / letter writing /
message / email drafting .. Development of a story with given clues
section D: short answers / MCQ / Match the following / true or false/
Value based questions /
Picture based question

HINDI:
1. Making a Letter . About the various things of the letter- postal code ,
2. Lessons 1, 2, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.
5. Grammar, Fasal 1, 2, 3.
6. All the Qs. Ans. from given lessons. (long/short ans.)

ARABIC:
Lesson 11-20 (Including 2 Poems)
Grammar: Duals, Plurals, Pronouns, Jawazim and Nawasib in Mudaare.
noonkhafeefah and Thaqeelah in Mudaare
Compositions

MALAYALAM:

URDU:
1. Comprehensions: (Unseen and Seen)
2. Lessons - 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.
5. Grammar - Fasal 1, 2, 3.
6. All the Qs. Ans. from given lessons. (long/short ans.)